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The exploration into principles of visual search and object recognition has been
going on for decades. Visual search and object recognition are a part of the
basic skills of humans and many animals. They are rapidly and accurately
perÍbrmed. However, despite progress in neuroscience. psychology, and
engineering, the performance of biological visual systems could not be
matchecl, nor sufficiently explained by artificial implementations and models. In
particular, tasks that traditionally require human expertise and human visual
skills, such as tissue analysis in microscopy, are stil l essentially conducted
manually. The objective of the dissertation is to introduce and test a novel
approach to the evaluation of object populations in clutterecl scenes. In
particular, methods were developed that can aid in the efficient detection.
recognition, and classiÍication of siurple non-rigid multi-Íèature objects, such
ls  ce l l  nuc le i  n  b iopsy  images.
The implemented system. called the Biopsy Analysis Support System (BASS),
is applied to the evaluation of nuclei populations in microscopy images (57
images, over 8300 nuclei) of immunohistochemically stained histopathological
tissue sections Íiom breast cancer biopsies (41 biopsy slides). It tèatures a novel
object detection method based on receptive fields and a nonlinearity. The
detection method, which h:rs similarities to template matching methods. features
a parametrization which is directly relevant to the ntedical problem, by giving
control over spatial scale and separatedness of detected objects. Moreover, the
natllre of the on-center-off-sulround type receptive Íields used makes the
system very robust with respect to lighting variations. The response
characteristics of the receptive field were theoretically analyzed and it was
found that the parirmetrization of the receptive field and the squashing function
enable the detection of objects of interest depending on their spatial scale. but
almost independent of their staining intensity, which is desirable. A second
detection method was implernented utilizing singular value decomposition of
image blocks and a neural network to detect cell nuclei. Both detection rnethods
were combined in two ways by using the logical 'AND' and 'OR' operators,
respectively. It was shown that combining the subsystems rnay lead to an
enhanced perforrnance as colnpared to the inclividual subsystems. In this case
the subsystem combination using the 'AND' operator performed best.
BASS classifies nuclei according to a five scale nuclei classification scheme
used in manual assessment utilizing three color features and one texture feature.
Subsequently. the diagnostic index is computed using a well established
formula from manual semi-quantitative assessment procedures. This module of
the system is implemented as a radial basis function network. The classification
problem was shown to be difficult due to convoluted class boundaries as
visr-ralized by a Sammon plot.
BASS can be used as an independent expert, which may directly be compared
on a nuclei detection and classification level or on a diagnostic index level with
fhe peÍbrmance of other systems or human experts or diagnostic indices
derived from the laboratory routine procedure, to enhance accuracy. Beyond the
analysis of biopsy images, BASS' util ity was also demonstrated for
telepathology applications and content-based description of breast cancer
biopsy sl ides.
The proposed solution to the problem of implementing visual search for simple
non-rigid multi-f'eature objects on a machine contributes to a better
understanding of efficient scene analysis. In addition, the solution has positive
irnplications fbr existing tedious, but difficult visual evaluation tasks perforrned
by human experts.
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